The nucleolus as a stress sensor: JNK2 inactivates the transcription factor TIF-IA and down-regulates rRNA synthesis
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Cells respond to a variety of extracellular and intracellular forms of stress by down-regulating rRNA synthesis. We have investigated the mechanism underlying stress-dependent inhibition of RNA polymerase I (Pol I) transcription and show that the Pol I-specific transcription factor TIF-IA is inactivated upon stress. Inactivation is due to phosphorylation of TIF-IA by c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) at a single threonine residue (Thr 200). Phosphorylation at Thr 200 impairs the interaction of TIF-IA with Pol I and the TBP-containing factor TIF-IB/SL1, thereby abrogating initiation complex formation. Moreover, TIF-IA is translocated from the nucleolus into the nucleoplasm. Substitution of Thr 200 by valine as well as knock-out of Jnk2 prevent inactivation and translocation of TIF-IA, leading to stress-resistance of Pol I transcription. Our data identify TIF-IA as a downstream target of the JNK pathway and suggest a critical role of JNK2 to protect rRNA synthesis against the harmful consequences of cellular stress.
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All organisms need to sense and respond to conditions that stress their homeostatic mechanisms. The cellular response to stress represents an adaptation to environmental variables, such as nutrient supply, temperature or oxidative stress. This response to extra- or intracellular stress is accompanied by marked alterations of gene expression. Stress stimuli have been traditionally shown to activate members of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), including BMK/ERK5, the 38-kDa protein kinases (p38 MAPKs) and the c-Jun NH2-terminal protein kinases [JNKs]. JNKs belong to stress-activated protein kinases [SAPKs] that play a crucial role in the cellular response to environmental stress and balance prosurvival stimuli with opposing signals leading to apoptosis (Schreiber et al. 1995; Chen et al. 1996). The activity of JNKs is regulated through phosphorylation on threonine and tyrosine residues in the T*PY* motif by SEK1/MKK4 [Derijard et al. 1995], which in turn is activated by upstream kinases, e.g., MEKK-1 and ASK [Barr and Bogoyevitch 2001]. All mechanisms that affect a cell’s temporal need for protein biosynthesis depend and impinge on the availability of ribosomes and its constituents. Therefore, transcription of rRNA genes by RNA polymerase I (Pol I) is highly regulated to be responsive to both general metabolism and specific environmental challenges (for review, see Grummt 2003; Moss 2004). The key player in growth-dependent regulation of rDNA transcription is the transcription initiation factor TIF-IA, the mammalian homolog of yeast Rrn3p [Bodem et al. 2000; Moorefield et al. 2000] that is associated with a subpopulation of Pol I [Tower and Sollner-Webb 1987; Schnapp et al. 1993]. TIF-IA interacts with the TBP-containing factor TIF-IB/SL1, thereby targeting Pol I to the rDNA promoter [Miller et al. 2001; Cavanaugh et al. 2002; Yuan et al. 2002]. Importantly, the amount of Rrn3p/TIF-IA is decreased in stationary yeast [Milkereit and Tschochner 1998] and starved or cycloheximide-treated mammalian cells [Cavanaugh et al. 2002; Yuan et al. 2002].

JNKs phosphorylate various target proteins, such as c-Jun, ATF-2, and Elk-1, to alter their activity and elicit biological effects. The activity of JNK is regulated through phosphorylation on threonine and tyrosine residues in the T*PY* motif by SEK1/MKK4 [Derijard et al. 1995], which in turn is activated by upstream kinases, e.g., MEKK-1 and ASK [Barr and Bogoyevitch 2001].
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2002) indicating that transcriptional shut-off is caused by dissociation of TIF-IA from Pol I. These and other experiments demonstrate that most, if not all, growth-dependent control of rDNA transcription may be exerted by the formation and recruitment of TIF-IA/Pol I complexes to the rDNA promoter. In support of TIF-IA playing a central role in modulating Pol I transcription in response to external signals, TIF-IA is phosphorylated at multiple sites and both the phosphorylation pattern and the activity of TIF-IA is altered in response to environmental changes. Conditions that support growth and proliferation, such as nutrient and growth factor availability, trigger signaling pathways that activate TIF-IA by phosphorylation of serine residues 44, 633, and 649 by mTOR- and MAPK-dependent signaling cascades (Zhao et al. 2003; Mayer et al. 2004).

In this study we have investigated the response of the Pol I transcription apparatus to cellular stress. We provide evidence that activation of JNK2 inhibits rRNA synthesis in response to oxidative and ribotoxic stress. This down-regulation of Pol I transcription is due to JNK-mediated inactivation of TIF-IA by phosphorylation at one critical threonine residue (Thr 200). Upon phosphorylation at Thr 200, TIF-IA is translocated from the nucleolus into the nucleoplasm. Our data provide a mechanistic explanation for the regulation of rRNA synthesis under oxidative stress and suggest that TIF-IA exists in transcriptionally active and inactive forms depending on the environmental conditions.

Results

JNK signaling is required for stress-induced inhibition of rRNA synthesis

To study the signaling pathways that regulate rRNA synthesis upon cellular stress, HEK293T cells were treated with compounds that induce oxidative stress, such as H2O2 and BSO, or with anisomycin, a ribotoxic drug that induces both p38-MAPK and JNK cascades. As demonstrated in Figure 1A, the level of 45S pre-rRNA was decreased to different extents by the various stress-inducing agents, being lowest after treatment with H2O2 and anisomycin (lanes 2,4). If SB203580, a specific inhibitor of p38 kinases, was added prior to anisomycin treatment, the effect of anisomycin was potentiated (Fig. 1A, lane 5). Neither inhibitor alone affected pre-rRNA synthesis (data not shown). As shown in the bar diagram, there was an inverse correlation between pre-rRNA levels and JNK2 activity in response to stress-inducing agents. A >10-fold stimulation of JNK2 activity was found in cells treated with anisomycin and anisomycin plus SB203580 (Fig. 1A, lanes 4,5), suggesting that the JNK signaling pathway is responsible for inhibition of pre-rRNA synthesis. There was no change in the amount of individual components of the Pol I transcription machinery (Pol I, TIF-IA, TIF-IB/SL1, UBF) after drug treatment, indicating that the activity, but not the amount of Pol I or basal transcription factors was altered upon short-term cellular stress (data not shown).

As a complementary approach to prove that JNK activation is necessary for stress-dependent shutdown of rRNA synthesis, we analyzed pre-rRNA levels in Jnk1,2−/− MEFS [Tournier et al. 2000]. While in parental MEFS a three- to fourfold reduction of pre-rRNA synthesis was observed upon stress, pre-rRNA levels in Jnk1,2−/− MEFS remained unaffected (Fig. 1B, top panel). To examine which JNK subtype me-
TIF-IA is inactivated by JNK-directed phosphorylation

To analyze the molecular mechanisms that down-regulate rRNA synthesis in response to cellular stress, we assayed Pol I transcription in nuclear extracts from untreated, anisomycin- and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-treated FM3A cells in vitro. While nuclear extracts prepared from untreated control cells efficiently transcribed the rDNA template, extracts from \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)- and anisomycin-treated cells did not support specific transcription (Fig. 2A, left panels, lane 1). Supplementation with neither exogenous UBF, nor Pol I rescued transcriptional activity (Fig. 2A, lanes 2,5), whereas addition of cellular TIF-IA led to transcriptional repression (Fig. 2A, lane 3). Rescue of activity by exogenous TIF-IA was also observed in nuclear extracts from anisomycin- and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-treated HEK293T cells (Fig. 2A, right panels). Supplementation of the extracts with TIF-IB/SL1 resulted in some, albeit much less than with TIF-IA, activation of Pol I transcription (Fig. 2A, lane 4), which may be due to contamination of the TIF-IB/SL1 fraction with trace amounts of TIF-IA.

To prove that stress-activated signaling pathways target TIF-IA, the transcriptional activity of TIF-IA from control and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-treated HEK293T cells was compared using nuclear extracts from density-arrested cells. Extracts from growth-inhibited cells are defective in supporting specific initiation on rDNA templates (Fig. 2B, lane 1). Transcriptional activity was restored by TIF-IA immunopurified from mock- but not from \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-treated cells (Fig. 2B, lanes 2–5). Likewise, TIF-IA isolated from anisomycin/SB203580-treated cells was incapable of rescuing transcriptional activity (Fig. 2B, lanes 6,7). In contrast, TIF-IA from cells treated with anisomycin plus the JNK inhibitor SP600125 was transcriptionally active (Fig. 2B, lanes 8,9). This suggests that inhibition of Pol I transcription upon induction of oxidative stress is brought about by inactivation of TIF-IA by JNK-dependent signaling pathways.

To determine whether TIF-IA is a direct target of JNK, immunopurified JNK2 and p38 were used to phosphorylate recombinant TIF-IA in vitro. Figure 2C shows that TIF-IA was phosphorylated by JNK2 but not by p38. Most importantly, preincubation of TIF-IA with JNK2 and ATP inactivated TIF-IA, whereas preincubation with p38 did not affect TIF-IA activity (Fig. 2D, lanes 4,5). These results demonstrate that TIF-IA is targeted by JNK and phosphorylation by JNK2 abrogates TIF-IA activity.

**Figure 2.** Stress-induced inhibition of Pol I transcription is due to inactivation of TIF-IA by JNK-mediated phosphorylation. (A) TIF-IA complements transcriptional activity of nuclear extracts from \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)- and anisomycin-treated cells. Transcription reactions containing 30 µg nuclear extract protein from untreated [–], anisomycin-treated [\( \text{NE}_{\text{aniso}} \)], or \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-treated [\( \text{NE}_{\text{H2O2}} \)] FM3A [left] or HEK293T cells [right] were supplemented with fractions containing partially purified TIF-IA, TIF-IB/SL1, Pol I, TIF-IB/SL1, or recombinant UBF, as indicated. (B) TIF-IA from \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)- or anisomycin-treated cells is transcriptionally inactive. Forty and 80 ng of Flag-TIF-IA immunopurified from HEK293T cells that were either untreated or treated with anisomycin + SB203580, anisomycin + SP600125, or \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) were assayed for their capability to complement transcriptional activity of nuclear extracts from density-arrested cells. A silver-stained SDS–polyacrylamide gel with 200 ng of TIF-IA added to the transcription reactions is shown on the left. (C) In vitro phosphorylation of TIF-IA. GST-tagged TIF-IA purified from *Escherichia coli* was phosphorylated with immunopurified HA-tagged JNK2 or p38. (D) Phosphorylation by JNK2 inactivates TIF-IA. [Lanes 1,2] A reconstituted TIF-IA-responsive transcription system consisting of partially purified Pol I, TIF-IB/SL1 and recombinant UBF (Schnapp and Grummt 1996) was used to assay the activity of TIF-IA. In lanes 3–5, TIF-IA was preincubated for 30 min in the presence of ATP with blocked control beads (lane 3), head-bound HA-JNK2 (lane 4), or HA-p38 (lane 5) before adding to the transcription reactions.

**Phosphorylation of TIF-IA at Thr 200 is required for stress-dependent inhibition of Pol I transcription**

To identify the peptides that are phosphorylated by JNK, we compared the phosphorylation pattern of TIF-IA from control, \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)- and anisomycin-treated cells expressing Flag-tagged TIF-IA. After metabolic labeling with \(^{32}\text{P}\)orthophosphate, TIF-IA was immunopurified and subjected to two-dimensional tryptic phosphopeptide mapping (Fig. 3A). Consistent with previous results (Zhao et al. 2003; Mayer et al. 2004), TIF-IA is phosphorylated at multiple sites [phosphopeptides a–i]. After anisomycin
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Figure 3. The phosphorylation pattern of TIF-IA is altered upon cellular stress. (A) Two-dimensional tryptic phosphopeptide maps of TIF-IA labelled in vivo. U2OS cells stably overexpressing Flag-tagged TIF-IA were metabolically labeled for 2 h with [32P]orthophosphate in the absence or presence of H2O2 (200 µM, 30 min) or anisomycin (10 µM, 60 min), or in the presence of constitutively active (CA) MEKK-1. Immunopurified TIF-IA was subjected to two-dimensional tryptic phosphopeptide mapping. (B) Phosphoamino acid analysis of peptide a of TIF-IA from mock- and anisomycin-treated U2OS cells. A phylogenetic comparison of the amino acid sequence of the phosphopeptide a is given on the left. Thr 200 is shown in bold, the conserved JNK target site TP is shaded gray. (C) Two-dimensional tryptic phosphopeptide maps of TIF-IA phosphorylated by JNK2 in vitro. GST-tagged TIF-IA [wild-type and T200V mutant] purified from E. coli was incubated with immunopurified HA-tagged JNK2 and [γ-32P]-ATP for 30 min and subjected to two-dimensional tryptic phosphopeptide mapping.

and H2O2 treatment, the intensity of spot a increased, while spots c, h, and i decreased. Importantly, a similar pattern was observed when a constitutively active MEKK-1, an upstream activator of JNKs (Barr and Bogoyevitch 2001), was overexpressed. Spots b and i correspond to peptides containing phospho-Ser 170 and phospho-Ser 172, target sites for casein kinase II, and spot c contains phospho-Ser 635 (J. Zhao and I. Grummt, unpublished). Peptide a harbors Ser 199, which is hyperphosphorylated after inhibition of mTOR signaling by rapamycin [Mayer et al. 2004]. Ser 199 is followed by an evolutionarily conserved threonine residue [Thr 200], which is part of a p38/JNK target site (VPxTP). In support of Thr 200 being phosphorylated by JNK, phosphoamino acid analysis of peptide a revealed that in untreated cells only Ser 199 was phosphorylated, while upon stress, peptide a contained both phospho-Ser 199 and phospho-Thr 200 (Fig. 3B).

To prove that Thr 200 is phosphorylated by JNK, we generated a point mutant in which Thr 200 was replaced by valine (TIF-IAT200V) and we used the mutant as substrate for in vitro phosphorylation by JNK2. The phosphopeptide maps in Figure 3C demonstrate that wild-type TIF-IA was labeled by JNK2 at two phosphopeptides corresponding to spots a and d. Importantly, JNK2 did not phosphorylate peptide a in the T200V mutant, indicating that Thr 200 is targeted by JNK. Peptide d has been shown to be phosphorylated at Ser 669 by RSK2 in vivo [Zhao et al. 2003]. The peptide contains multiple Ser/Pro sites that could serve as in vitro acceptor sites for JNK2-dependent phosphorylation.

If phosphorylation of Thr 200 by JNK2 inactivates TIF-IA, then TIF-IAT200V should be transcriptionally active, whereas replacement of Thr 200 by glutamic acid, an acidic amino acid that mimics phosphorylation, should abrogate TIF-IA activity. To test this, we overexpressed wild-type and mutant TIF-IA in HEK293T cells and monitored transcription of a cotransfected Pol I reporter plasmid on Northern blots. While TIF-IAT200V activated Pol I transcription similar to wild-type TIF-IA, the TIF-IAT200E mutant was inactive [Fig. 4A]. This result is consistent with phosphorylation at Thr 200 inactivating TIF-IA. A further prediction from phosphorylation of Thr 200 being responsible for down-regulation of rRNA synthesis under oxidative stress is that TIF-IAT200V should protect cells from stress-induced transcriptional shutdown. Indeed, overexpression of TIF-IAT200V activated Pol I transcription, regardless whether or not cells were exposed to H2O2 [Fig. 4B]. This result underscores the role of Thr 200 phosphorylation in regulating TIF-IA activity and demonstrates that phosphorylation of TIF-IA at Thr 200 is necessary and sufficient for inhibition of Pol I transcription upon oxidative stress.

Cellular stress impairs the assembly of initiation complexes at the rDNA promoter

To gain further insight into the molecular mechanism underlying stress-induced inhibition of Pol I transcription, promoter occupancy of individual components of the Pol I transcription apparatus was analyzed by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP). Cross-linked chromatin from untreated and anisomycin-treated cells was precipitated with antibodies against Pol I (α-RPA116), TIF-IA, TIF-IB/SL1 (α-TAF110), or UBF, and coprecipitated rDNA was quantified by real-time PCR. While the association of UBF and TIF-IB/SL1 with rDNA remained unaffected upon drug treatment, promoter occupancy of both Pol I and TIF-IA was drastically reduced [Fig. 5A, left panel]. This indicates that JNK-directed phosphorylation of TIF-IA weakens the interaction of TIF-IA with TIF-IB/SL1, thereby impairing the formation of productive transcription complexes at the rDNA promoter. In support of this, the relative amount of Pol I, TIF-IA, and TIF-IB/SL1 remained unaffected or even increased after anisomycin treatment in Jnk1,2−/− MEFs [Fig. 5A, right panel], while the parental MEFs behaved similar to HEK293T cells (data not shown). This provides direct
evidence that JNK-dependent phosphorylation of TIF-IA impairs the formation of transcription complexes. As a complementary approach to examine the effect of stress stimuli on the interaction of TIF-IA with TIF-IB/SL1 and Pol I, TIF-IA was overexpressed and immunoprecipitated from mock-, anisomycin-, or H2O2-treated HEK293T cells, and coprecipitated Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1 were visualized on immunoblots. Whereas in mock-treated cells Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1 coprecipitated with TIF-IA, the interaction of TIF-IA with both Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1 was greatly impaired upon anisomycin- or H2O2-treatment (Fig. 5B). This result is consistent with the ChIP data showing that stress impairs promoter occupancy of TIF-IA and Pol I and demonstrates that stress-induced inhibition of pre-rRNA synthesis is due to a failure of TIF-IA to interact with both Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1, thereby preventing transcription initiation complex formation.

The observation that stress signals impair the interaction of TIF-IA with Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1 suggests that phosphorylation of T200 renders TIF-IA incapable of interacting with Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1. To test this, wild-type or mutant TIF-IA was precipitated from mock- or H2O2-treated cells, and coprecipitated Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1 were monitored on Western blots. Both wild-type TIF-IA and TIF-IAT200V efficiently interacted with Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1, yet no interaction was observed with TIF-IAT200E (Fig. 5C, lanes 7,9,11). Importantly, while wild-type TIF-IA failed to interact with Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1 under oxidative stress, the interaction of TIF-IAT200V was not inhibited [Fig. 5C, lane 10]. This result is consistent with the transcription data showing that transcriptional activation by TIF-IAT200V was resistant to H2O2. Moreover, these results indicate that under oxidative stress the interaction of TIF-IA with Pol I is controlled solely by the phosphorylation state of Thr 200.

Anisomycin treatment releases TIF-IA from the nucleolus

A variety of cellular stress signals have been shown to change the subcellular distribution of transcription fac-
shown that transcription of ribosomal protein genes is down-regulated in a coordinated fashion upon exposure to harmful conditions (Veinot-Drebot 1989; Lee et al. 1996; Zaragoza et al. 1998; Nierras and Warner 1999; Miyoshi et al. 2001). Moreover, rRNA synthesis was more susceptible to oxidative stress than overall mRNA synthesis (Lee et al. 1996), suggesting that yeast down-regulates the synthesis of ribosomal constituents. Yet, little is known about the molecular consequences of oxidative and ribotoxic stress on mammalian ribosome biogenesis. A systematic examination of the global transcriptional response to a variety of stresses in human cells revealed that the expression of genes encoding ribosomal proteins decreased only modestly after most stresses (Murray et al. 2004). However, in contrast to ribosomal protein genes, transcription of rRNA genes was fast and efficiently down-regulated both in human and mouse cells after oxidative stress or treatment with ribotoxic agents. Inhibition of Pol I transcription after exposure to subtoxic doses of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ or anisomycin, both of which activate JNK [Iordanov et al. 1997 and references therein], was brought about by inactivation of TIF-IA, a Pol I-associated transcription initiation factor that mediates growth-dependent regulation of Pol I transcription (Tower and Sollner-Webb 1987; Schnapp et al. 1990). TIF-IA prepared from $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$-treated cells was transcriptionally inactive, and TIF-IA from exponentially growing cells was sufficient to rescue Pol I transcription in extracts from $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$- or anisomycin-treated cells. Moreover, in vitro phosphorylation by immunopurified JNK2 abrogated TIF-IA activity. These results reveal that TIF-IA activity is regulated by stress-induced signaling pathways and down-regulation of Pol I transcription upon stress is mediated by phosphorylation of TIF-IA. TIF-IA is phosphorylated at multiple sites that are targeted by different signaling cascades. We have previously shown that proper phosphorylation by mTOR- and ERK-dependent pathways is required for TIF-IA activity and Pol I transcription (Zhao et al. 2003; Mayer et al. 2004). We now demonstrate that stress-induced activation of JNK leads to phosphorylation of TIF-IA at Thr 200 and this phosphorylation inactivates TIF-IA. Thus, TIF-IA activity is both positively and negatively regulated by phosphorylation.

TIF-IA has been shown to play a central role in Pol I transcription initiation complex formation. TIF-IA interacts with both Pol I and the TBP-containing promoter selectivity factor TIF-IB/SL1, thereby targeting Pol I to the rDNA promoter (Miller et al. 2001; Yuan et al. 2002). The results of this and previous studies indicate that the interaction of TIF-IA with Pol I and/or TIF-IB/SL1 are affected by diverse regulatory pathways that link the cell’s biosynthetic activities to environmental conditions. After exposure to stress, the interaction of TIF-IA with both TIF-IB/SL1 and Pol I is impaired, thus preventing initiation complex formation. In support of this, neither TIF-IA nor Pol I was found to be associated with the rDNA promoter in anisomycin-treated cells. In Jnk1,2 double-knockout MEFs, on the other hand, ribotoxic stress did not affect pre-rRNA synthesis or promoter occupancy of individual components of the Pol I transcriptional response to a variety of environmental cues, such as osmotic and oxidative stress, inflammatory cytokines, ribotoxic agents, etc. Studies in yeast have shown that transcription of ribosomal protein genes is

Discussion

p38 kinases and JNKs constitute two important branches of the MAPK signaling cascade that function as specialized transducers of stress or injury responses. Both pathways collaborate through the usage of common upstream or downstream effectors to induce a specific program of gene expression, known as the “environmental stress response,” ESR (Gasch et al. 2000). ESR is commonly activated by a variety of environmental cues, such as osmotic and oxidative stress, inflammatory cytokines, ribotoxic agents, etc. Studies in yeast have shown that transcription of ribosomal protein genes is

Figure 6. Anisomycin treatment leads to accumulation of TIF-IA in the nucleoplasm. Cellular TIF-IA and UBF were visualized in parental or Jnk1,2−/− MEFs by indirect immunostaining. A merged image is shown on the right. Where indicated, MEFs were treated with anisomycin [$10 \mu\text{M}$] for 60 min.
tion apparatus, demonstrating that JNK-dependent signaling events inhibit initiation complex formation, and hence rDNA synthesis. To examine whether phosphorylation by JNK1, JNK2, or both inactivates TIF-IA, we monitored Pol I transcription in Jnk1−/− and Jnk2−/− fibroblasts after exposure to oxidative stress. We found that pre-rRNA synthesis in JNK1-deficient fibroblasts was hypersensitive toward oxidative stress, while JNK2-deficient cells were resistant, demonstrating that JNK2 is responsible for TIF-IA inactivation and Pol I repression. This finding is consistent with published data establishing antagonistic functions of different JNK isoforms in the regulation of Jun-mediated apoptosis and cell proliferation. While JNK1 has a stimulatory role on cell proliferation, JNK2 negatively regulates c-Jun stability and represses cell cycle progression (Sabapathy et al. 1999).

Various stress stimuli have been shown to induce changes of the cellular localization of nucleolar proteins. Tumor suppressor proteins like VHL and p53 are stabilized by sequestration in the nucleolus (Rubbi and Milner 2003; Mekhail et al. 2004). Likewise, nucleolin and B23 are translocated from the nucleolus into the nucleoplasm, where they play a regulatory role in inducing cell cycle arrest (Daniely et al. 2002, Kurki et al. 2004). Notably, we found that the nucleolar localization of TIF-IA was altered upon stress. Following phosphorylation by JNK2, TIF-IA was displaced from the nucleolus and accumulated in the nucleoplasm, while other components of the Pol I transcription machinery were not affected. This finding is similar to previous data showing that TIF-IA localization is controlled by mTOR-dependent signaling through hyperphosphorylation of Ser 199 (Mayer et al. 2004). Apparently, the reversible phosphorylation of two neighboring residues, Ser 199 and Thr 200, controls both the activity and nucleolar localization of TIF-IA. It is conceivable that phosphorylation at either site alters the configuration of TIF-IA such that it is incapable of interacting with both Pol I and TIF-IB/SL1 and is released into the nucleoplasm. Further studies are necessary to determine whether the mobilization of TIF-IA may serve a general function in stress response that is unrelated to rRNA synthesis. The potential connections between nucleolar localization and signalling are intriguing given the TIF-IA’s link to growth control.

**Materials and methods**

**Chemicals, antibodies, and plasmids**

BSO (DL-buthionine-(S,R)-sulfoximine), anisomycin, and SB203580 were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. SP600125 was obtain from Biomol. Polyclonal anti-TIF-IA antibodies were generated by injection of GST-tagged full-length TIF-IA into rabbits. cDNAs encoding wild-type (DDBB/EMBL/GenBank database accession no. A272050) and mutant TIF-IA were tagged at the 5’-end with sequences encoding the Flag epitope peptide and cloned into pcDNA3.1 [Invitrogen]. To generate mutant forms of TIF-IA, Thr 200 was replaced by valine or glutamic acid, respectively, by overlap extension PCR. pMr600, the template used for in vitro transcription in mouse extracts, contains a 622-bp Puifull fragment harboring murine rDNA sequences from −324 to +292. pHrP2 contains an 800-bp Sau3A fragment comprising human rDNA sequences from −411 to +537 and was used as template for in vitro transcription in human extracts. The Pol I reporter plasmid pHrP2-BH contains the 5’-terminal human rDNA fragment fused to a 3’-terminal rDNA fragment including two “Sal box” terminator elements.

**Cells, transfections, and RNA analysis**

Nuclear extracts for in vitro transcription experiments were prepared from FM3A cells grown in RPMI1600 medium supplemented with 10% newborn calf serum (NCS) and 2 mM glutamine. All other cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium [DMEM] supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and 2 mM glutamine. Drug treatments were generally performed for 60 min (or 16 h for BSO) in the stated concentrations. Cellular pre-rRNA was monitored on Northern blots by hybridization to antisense RNA complementary to the first 155 nucleotides of unprocessed 45S pre-RNA (Voit et al. 1999). For reporter assays, 5 × 10⁵ HEK293T cells were cotransfected with 8 µg of reporter plasmid pHrP2-BH and different amounts of pcDNA3.1Flag-TIF-IA. RNA was isolated after 40–48 h and transcripts from the rDNA reporter plasmid were monitored by hybridization to a riboprobe that is complementary to pUC sequences inserted between the rDNA promoter and terminator sequences of pHrP2-BH.

**In vitro transcription assays**

Nuclear extracts were prepared from exponentially growing, hydrogen peroxide-treated [200 µM H₂O₂ for 1 h], anisomycin-treated [10 µM, 1 h], or density-arrested FM3A, or HEK293T cells. For density-arrest, cells were cultured for 12–16 h at a density of 2 × 10⁶ cells/mL. Twenty-five-microliter assays contained 50 ng of template DNA [pMr600/EcoRI or pHrP2/EcoRI], 30 µg nuclear extract proteins, 12 mM Hepes-KOH at pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM MgCl₂, 80 mM KCl, 10 mM creatine phosphate, 12% (v/v) glycerol, 0.66 mM each of ATP, GTP, and CTP, 0.01 mM UTP; and 0.5 µCi [α³²P]UTP [5000 Ci/mmol]. After incubation for 60 min at 30°C, RNA was extracted and analyzed on nondenaturing 4.5% polyacrylamide gels. The reconstituted TIF-IA responsive transcription system contained 20 ng of pMr600/EcoRI, 4 µL of a Pol I-containing fraction [H-400], 3 µL of TIF-IB/SL1 [CM-400 fraction] and 5 ng of recombinant hUBF1. Four microliters TIF-IA/TIF-IC [poly-L-lysine agarose fraction] were added to complement transcription (Schapp and Grummt 1996).

**Purification of cellular and recombinant TIF-IA**

Cellular TIF-IA was purified from nuclear extracts of FM3A cells by chromatography on DEAE-Sepharose and Heparin-Ultragel (Schapp and Grummt 1996) followed by fractionation on polylysine-agarose (PL-650 fraction). Recombinant TIF-IA was immunopurified either from baculovirus-infected SF9 cells or from HEK293T cells overexpressing Flag-tagged TIF-IA as previously described (Mayer et al. 2004).

**Tryptic phosphopeptide analysis of TIF-IA and in vitro kinase assays**

For metabolic labeling of cells, 3–5 × 10⁶ U2OS cells overexpressing Flag-tagged TIF-IA were cultured in DMEM/10%/FCS.
and transferred to phosphate-free DMEM with 10% dialyzed FCS for 45 min before labeling with 0.5 mCi/mL [32P]orthophosphate for 2–4 h. Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 10 mM β-glycerophosphate, 10 mM KH2PO4, 1 mM Na3VO4, 0.5 mM PMSF, 1 mg/mL aprotinin, 5 mg/mL leupeptin, and 1 mg/mL pepstatin A). TIF-IA was immunoprecipitated, separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose and visualized by autoradiography. TIF-IA was digested overnight at 37°C with trypsin (Promega, sequencing grade) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. After lyophilization, peptides were resolved on cellulose thin-layer plates as described [Mayer et al. 2004]. Phosphoamid acid analysis was carried out as described (Boyle et al. 1991).

HA-tagged protein kinases were purified from HEK293T cells overexpressing HA-tagged JNK or p38, respectively. Cells (5 × 10⁶, 10⁷) were lysed in 0.8 mL IP buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100), centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 20 min, and the supernatants were incubated for 4 h at 4°C with 15 µg anti-HA antibodies bound to 20 µL protein G-agarose. Beads were washed three times with AM-400 and AM-100 and twice in 1.5× kinase buffer [37 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl₂, 1.5 mM DTT, 1.5 mM β-glycerophosphate, 0.1 mM Na3VO4]. To phosphorylate TIF-IA, 0.5 µg GST/TIF-IA was incubated in 15 µL kinase buffer containing 10 µCi [γ-32P]ATP (5000 Ci/mmol) and 20–50 fmol kinase.

ChIP assays

ChIP assays were performed according to Boyd et al. [1998]. Briefly, chromatin from 5 × 10⁷ cross-linked (1% formaldehyde, 15 min at 37°C) cells was sonicated to yield average fragments of ~500 bp, was pre-cleaned with protein A/G agarose (blocked with 1% BSA, 0.5 mg/mL sheared salmon sperm DNA) and an equivalent of 1 × 10⁷ cells were incubated with 5–10 µL of polyclonal antisera against TIF-IA, Pol I (RPA116), TIF-IB/SL1 (TAFI110) and UBF overnight. Blocked protein A/G-agarose beads were then added and incubation was continued for 20 min. After extensive washing, cross-linked DNA was eluted from beads with 1% SDS/0.1 M NaHCO₃ and incubated for 5 h at 65°C to reverse cross-linking, followed by ethanol precipitation. Recovered chromatin was digested with proteinase K and purified on Qiaquick PCR purification columns. Quantitative real-time PCR was performed with primers amplifying the mouse rDNA promoter from ~165 to +130 or human hDNA promoter from ~150 to +130 using a LightCycler (Roche) and the SYBR Green detection system.
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